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About This Game
With the death of your eccentric aunt, you have been left the once famous Moonstone Tavern. Unfortunately the tavern has seen
better days. With only two functioning rooms, crumbling architecture, and an ever-diminishing reputation there is plenty of
room for improvement.
Can you turn this dilapidated ruin into a thriving business? In a fantasy world filled with cunning wizards, tricky elves, cat
obsessed gnomes, grumpy dwarves, and sad fairies it certainly isn’t going to be easy, especially if you want them all to stay
happy under one roof. If you are going to make a go of it there is a lot to do: staff to hire, meals to cook, ingredients to forage,
quests to undertake, and gods to appease. Yet if you can survive the brutal world that surrounds you there is definitely a profit to
be made!
FEATURES:
•Repair, renovate, and decorate the dilapidated tavern.
•Build specialist rooms for humans, elves, fairies, gnomes, orcs, and dwarves.
•Build undersea 'beds' for the Merfolk!
•Hire cooks, priests, foragers, and heroes to help improve your tavern.
•Forage hundreds of real world items.
•Craft hundreds of items including weapons, armours, potions, scrolls, and genetimage equipment.
•Collect and breed over 50 colletable creatures to keep as pets.
•Find and ride the mystical, pink unipony!
•Interact with hundreds of unique guests with stories, rumours, and suggestions for your tavern!
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•Assemble a team of heroes and mages to help you on adventures.
•Choose from 10 starting characters and from six different fantasy class types including druid, witch hunter, and gunlord.
•An involved weapon and magic system with wands, swords, guns, and spells!
•Settle into your new life by getting married and having a child.
•Invest in the local Arena - watch battles and bet on fights.
•Dynamic seasons with day and night system.
•Undertake quests to improve your tavern’s renown, find paintings to hang and specialist food to serve. Raid the castles of dark
mages for supplies, loot dragon hordes for gold, and seek out lost shrines to please the gods.
•Explore a handcrafted world and visit the undercity of the gnomes, a bustling human port, and the dark village of the elves.
•Choose a god to worship and gain special powers and bonuses for your tavern.
•Take part in a non-compulsory, rpg storyline that will place you and your tavern at the centre of a plague, and amidst a magical
war that threatens to overcome the three kingdoms!
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Title: Moonstone Tavern - A Fantasy Tavern Sim!
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Trevor Jones, Trevor Jones
Publisher:
Trevor Jones
Release Date: 13 May, 2016

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, Nvidia GeForce 8000, ATI Radeon HD 4800 Series
Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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This is just a first impression review of the game and it is most definitely fun and entertaining, to the point where I am writing
my first review ever! A great puzzle game with art that is enjoyable and entertaining to play around with.
Just a side note: I'm not sure about the "rogue-like" tag. I am still on my first play several hours in and have yet to die (as a huge
fan of rogue-like games this doesnt tend to happen) In no way do I mean that with any sort of negative connotation, just pointing
out that its not typical of rogue-likes, but so far so good :)
More to come!. A nice, good addition to the main game. However get it while it is on sale.. I really enjoy idle games, but this
one is interesting. I saw that one of my favorite streamers was doing a sponsored stream for the game, and I thought it looked
terrific at the end of the two hour time slot. He did get codes so I tried getting one of those, but in the end I had to buy it, but
that's perfectly fine by me. The idle gameplay mixed with the twin stick shooter grabbed me instantly. Only issue I have with the
twin stick portion of the game is that keyboard controls suck, but that can easily be fixed with a controller and a USB cable. The
idle portion is relatively traditional: buy things, wait, collect money or just have all of it transfered to you instantly. Only issue I
have with the buying is that buying in bulk is pretty risky that you can spend every cent in a misclick. Overall, though, I love the
game. Definately worth the $15. eh the game is easy boring and somewhat buggy i constantly kept running into ships that would
suddenly spawn right in front of me the gameplay is boring and theres almost nothing to it even for a 2$ game not really more
then a crappy time waster
3\/10. Absolutely stunning graphics, I'm not sure it can get any better than this. I could spend hours in here. I can't figure out
how to get the stats out of the center of the environment which takes away from the experience but I'll sort it out I suspect. This
will be part of my Intro to VR package for newcomers. Stellar!
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Cringeworthy auto-only Spellstone. In short, fnack this dumbarse game sideways!
Oh, and it's crashy too!. im having a problem with this DLC it won't show up in the download box when i load the game plz help
me. 6 months. No sign of devs. Game has likely been abandoned.. A cheap price for a very well made Visual Novel.
Background and CG graphic are really Beautiful
Music fits the mood of the story , enjoyable while going through a nice story.
The excellent voice acting really brings each character to life. ( Good Job)
The debate system is really fun.
A must for any Visual Novel Lover.

. Very nice plane! I really love to fly this. Certainly recomend it! But i still have to figure out how to shoot XD. another huge &
juicy pile of horsesh#te.
i tried to launch the game 11 times. one crash when loading the main menu and 10 crashes when trying to start a new game.
restarted my gaming rig and checked the game files with steam but nothing helped. i even tried starting the russian version but it
keeps crashing and crashing and crashing.

yet i recall playing this game for like 20 minutes about a year ago on my old gaming rig.
but even then it was really poor by any standard. even if you don't have any standards!
one single house in the middle of nowhere filled with some generic & sterile unity engine assets and still it ran at 15 fps for
absolutely no f#cking reason at all.
and it was an absolute borefest even though i didn't get very far.
so i guess it's sort of a good thing that i can't play it anymore.
still a piece of sh#t though.
just let me get the trading cards and then clean this malware off my machine.. It could've been FLACs :(. If you think life is
very hard, remember that boobs are very soft ;). There is some roughness, such as the controls, that you have to tank through.
They also dont hold your hand so you learn by doing. However, I stuck with it and after I adjusted I had a very good time. The
flow of money gets easier later but there always seems to be something to buy so it keeps you busy..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing!!!
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